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SUMMARY Lightweight cryptographic systems for services delivered
by the recently developed Internet of Things (IoT) are being continuously
researched. However, existing Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)-based cryp-
tographic algorithms are difficult to apply to IoT services delivered us-
ing lightweight devices. Therefore, encryption, authentication, and signa-
ture systems based on Certificateless Public Key Cryptography (CL-PKC),
which are lightweight because they do not use the certificates of existing
PKI-based cryptographic algorithms, are being studied. Of the various
public key cryptosystems, signcryption is efficient, and ensures integrity
and confidentiality. Recently, CL-based signcryption (CL-SC) schemes
have been intensively studied, and a multi-receiver signcryption (MRSC)
protocol for environments with multiple receivers, i.e., not involving end-
to-end communication, has been proposed. However, when using sign-
cryption, confidentiality and integrity may be violated by public key re-
placement attacks. In this paper, we develop an efficient CL-based MRSC
(CL-MRSC) scheme using CL-PKC for IoT environments. Existing sign-
cryption schemes do not offer public verifiability, which is required if digi-
tal signatures are used, because only the receiver can verify the validity of
the message; sender authenticity is not guaranteed by a third party. There-
fore, we propose a CL-MRSC scheme in which communication partici-
pants (such as the gateways through which messages are transmitted) can
efficiently and publicly verify the validity of encrypted messages.
key words: IoT, lightweight cryptographic system, certificateless signcryp-
tion, multi-receiver signcryption, public verifiability

1. Introduction

The number of IoT devices connected to the Internet is in-
creasing rapidly; many more services are emerging. Recent
IoT services include smart cities and smart meters, first ex-
emplified by smart homes [1]–[4]. Smart metering is a key
element of smart grids, as a representative IoT service that
monitors home energy consumption in real time. The “du-
plex communication structure” can also issue power supply
or cut-off commands [5]–[8].
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Given the proliferation of various types of IoT ser-
vices, the importance of security is increasing. IoT ser-
vices affect our daily lives and security breaches can cre-
ate serious problems. Taking the smart metering environ-
ment as an example, leakage of sensitive information, such
as personal power usage, may make it possible to cut off
power to the home by executing a command that stops the
power supply [7], [9]. Therefore, in IoT environments such
as smart metering ones, security should never be neglected
when small devices are connected. However, it is difficult
to apply existing security technology such as public key in-
frastructure (PKI) to IoT environments in which both small
and large devices participate. Existing PKI-based crypto-
graphic algorithms are not suitable for IoT environments
because they have large overheads associated with the man-
agement of certificates or keys. Lightweight public key
cryptosystems for IoT environments, such as certificateless
public key cryptography (CL-PKC), are constantly develop-
ing [10]–[16]. As encryption is needed to protect the data of
individuals or organizations that are transmitted in the IoT
environment, and as various devices are interconnected, au-
thentication of both the object and the data transmitted by
that object is required. Therefore, it is essential to consider
encryption and signatures in the IoT environment.

The signcryption technique, which combines encryp-
tion and signing into one logical process, was proposed by
Zheng in 1997 [17]. Conventionally, to provide the required
confidentiality and signature functions, a data signature-
then-encryption scheme is used, in which encryption is per-
formed after signing. In this scheme, only the receiver can
verify the validity of the signature because it must first de-
crypt the message. Therefore, public verifiability is not
available, which is a basic requirement of a digital signature.
However, in some environments, it is necessary to ensure
public verifiability because if signcryption messages are for-
warded at some stage, it is essential to be able to check the
validity of messages transmitted by the intermediate object
to improve service reliability [18]. Also, if a sender wishes
to transmit a message to several receivers, each must re-
ceive a unique signcryption message. Current multi-receiver
signcryption (MRSC) technologies seek to improve this sit-
uation. The MRSC scheme provides security suitable for
the communication structure of the IoT environment. In
the smart metering environment of Fig. 1, if MDMS needs
to send a message requesting power consumption data to
each household’s smart meter, it will have to individually
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Fig. 1 Comparison of (a) general signcryption for multiple receivers and
(b) multi-receiver signcryption.

encrypt the request message using each household’s public
key. If the MRSC scheme is applied to a smart metering en-
vironment, MDMS generates and transmits a multi-receiver
signcryption message to be transmitted to a group of smart
meters, rather than individually encrypting and transmitting
messages for end-to-end communication with smart meters.
Through this, the MDMS server does not have to perform
end-to-end communication as much as the number of re-
ceivers, and the receiver (smart meter) can easily decrypt the
message with own private key. In this study, we developed
an MRSC technology that provides CL-PKC-based public
verifiability. The scheme also ensures third-party sender au-
thenticity. It is possible to verify the validity of the sign-
cryption message transmitted by the object that delivers the
message but, to preserve confidentiality, the object cannot
read the original message. In addition, we design a proto-
col appropriate for a multi-receiver environment; the sender
can multicast and transmit only one signcryption message,
rather than creating individual messages to be sent to mul-
tiple receivers. In particular, our scheme is immune to se-
curity threats, such as the public key substitution attacks
that threaten CL-based encryption technology. Finally, we
do not use pairing operations that require relatively large
amounts of computation.

2. Related Work

2.1 CL-PKC

In 2003, Al-Riyami developed a CL-PKC to solve the key
escrow problem of the ID-based cryptography (IBC) [10].
The CL-PKC does not generate all of the public and private
keys (unlike the KGC); rather, only partial keys are returned
to users. These are termed partial secret keys; each user gen-
erates a complete key pair using the partial secret key. As the
complete key pair is generated by the user, the key escrow
problem is solved. Also, the keys are smaller than those of
existing PKI, and the overhead associated with public key
verification is no longer present; the CL-PKC is thus appro-
priate for lightweight, low-power environments, such as IoT
environments. CL-PKCs find applications in various fields
of cryptography, including authentication, key agreement,
signing, and encryption. The major difference between the
CL-PKC and PKI is the absence in the former of a certificate
that verifies the public key for a user; this explains the use
of the word “certificateless”.

2.2 Signcryption

Signcryption is a cryptographic technology that ensures
message integrity, non-repudiation, and confidentiality. In
a typical PKI, the sender performs encryption using the
receiver’s public key and creates a signature employing
a private key. The receiver verifies the signature using
the sender’s public key, and then employs confidentiality
and signature functions (in the form of signature-then-
encryption) that decrypt the original message using the re-
ceiver’s private key. In signcryption, the ‘signcrypt’ oper-
ation performs signing and encryption using the sender’s
private key and the receiver’s public key simultaneously;
the receiver performs the ‘unsigncrypt’ operation, which
decrypts the message and verifies its validity using the re-
ceiver’s private key and the sender’s public key.

Zheng was the first to propose signcryption, in 1997;
signing and encryption were combined into a single logical
process [17]. Zheng showed that the operation cost of sign-
cryption was lower than that of a signature-then-encryption
scheme that first applied signatures and only then encrypted.
Since that time, signcryption has been applied to various as-
pects of public key cryptography. However, the signature
provided by general signcryption technology is not public
verifiable; this is an essential feature of a digital signature
because, when seeking to verify a signcryption signature,
the message must first be verified. This can be performed
only by the receiver identified by the sender when encrypt-
ing. Therefore, in general signcryption, only the receiver
chosen by the sender can verify signature validity. A recent
study suggested that intermediate objects or third parties
should be able to check the validity of transmitted messages,
to improve the reliability of services in environments where
data are received and then forwarded [18]–[21]. For exam-
ple, in an environment where data from a smart meter must
pass through a gateway during transmission to an meter
data management server (MDMS), the content of the mes-
sage transmitted by the gateway would remain unknown,
but sender authenticity and validity would be verified. This
meets the public verifiability requirement of a signature. In
this paper, a scheme ensuring public verifiability is proposed
in Sect. “Proposed CL-MRSC Scheme”.

2.3 Existing CL-MRSC Schemes

In 2002, Malone et al. [22] proposed a scheme using ID-
based encryption to implement signcryption, and CL-based
signcryption (CL-SC) using CL-PKC was proposed in 2008
by Barbosa et al. [23] Since then, various CL-SC techniques
have been developed [20], [21], [23]–[25]. However, the
general CL-SC technique considers an end-to-end environ-
ment. When there are multiple receivers, the senders must
perform as many signcrypt operations as there are receivers.
Thus, CL-MRSC schemes allowing for multiple receivers of
a single message have been proposed by Selvi et al. [26] and
others, who focused on various security requirements [27]–
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Fig. 2 Comparison of (a) single-message multi-receiver signcryption
and (b) multi-message multi-receiver signcryption.

[32]. Figure 1 compares general signcryption and MRSC.
As sensor devices are grouped in an IoT environment, CL-
MRSC can be applied by sending commands to all devices.
In MRSC, the methods of transmission of single and mul-
tiple messages differ. When the sender wants to send the
same message to a set of receivers, it creates a signcryption
message (as shown on the (a) of Fig. 2) and then sends it.
When the sender wants to send a different message to each
receiver, a multi-message MRSC (as shown on the (b) of
Fig. 2) is used. Single-message MRSC includes only one
message and one tag for signature verification by all re-
ceivers. MRSC allows messages to be sent to multiple re-
ceivers as appropriate, although the message sizes are rel-
atively large because both the numbers of messages and
verification tags increase in proportion to the number of
receivers.

In existing CL-MRSC schemes, only the KGC that is-
sues the partial secret key, and the sets of senders and re-
ceivers, participate as objects. However, recent schemes
have included public verifiability by a third party; we com-
pare and analyze these schemes here.

Wang et al. [27] proposed a CL-MRSC scheme for
downlink multicast transmission between an MDMS server
and a smart meter in an ambient intelligence (AMI) en-
vironment. A control message generated by the MDMS
server is signed and transmitted to each smart meter, allow-
ing for public signature verification. Encryption/decryption
are achieved using the XOR key. However, there is a disad-
vantage that only single-message can be transmitted to mul-
tiple smart meters, and the equation of the encrypted mes-
sage is configured so that only single-receiver rather than
multiple receivers can be decrypted due to a protocol error.

Pang et al. proposed three types of schemes [28]–
[30]. The scheme in Pang et al. [28], published in 2018,
is a Pang’s first CL-MRSC scheme based on elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC) ensuring receiver anonymity without
bilinear pairing (which requires a lot of computation).
The Pang’s second scheme [29] is uses MRSC for multi-
messaging, and Pang’s third scheme [30] does not use a se-
cure channel during key extraction for single messages. All
three schemes are susceptible to public key replacement at-
tacks. As the Pang’s first and third schemes support only
single-messaging, the same message is transmitted to all
receivers. In Pang’s second scheme, the absence of a se-
cure channel facilitates simple encryption and key distribu-
tion, which facilitates multi-messaging, but does not pro-

tect against public key replacement attacks (as mentioned
above).

Qiu et al. [31] developed a multi-message CL-MRSC
for heterogeneous, smart mobile IoT environments. Not
only senders and receivers, but also a gateway, participate
in communication; the receiver partly decrypts the message.
However, gateway decryption is insignificant; any partici-
pant can engage in it. An IBC and CL-PKC are used simul-
taneously, in addition to a reliable KGC and a private key
generator (PKG). This burdens the infrastructure. In partic-
ular, as the key generated by the PKG is sent to each sender
via a secure channel, any such channel must still be con-
figured, which confers no advantage compared to existing
schemes.

Ming et al. [32] developed multi-message MRSC for
healthcare IoT environments. In Pang et al. [30], an anony-
mous identifier was used to ensure sender anonymity. Un-
like existing signcryption, which encrypts a message using
an XOR operation or a symmetrical key, the key decryption
function f (x) allow receivers to create their own messages
rather than a key. The receiver directly extracts the mes-
sage using a private key without any need for decryption.
However, non-repudiation is weak given that an anonymous
identifier is used; the system is susceptible to public key re-
placement attack. As sender authenticity must be ensured
when messages are transmitted within IoT service environ-
ments, the use of anonymous identifiers may become prob-
lematic if there are any problems. Also, public key replace-
ment attacks are possible.

2.4 Security Model of CL-MRSC

Several security vulnerabilities are evident in a CL-MRSC
scheme. The public key used in the CL-PKC does not in-
clude a certificate so it is impossible to authenticate a user.
Thus, non-repudiation functions are not available, and a
public key replacement attack is possible; this is the typi-
cal security attack experienced by a CL-PKC. A CL-MRSC
public key replacement attack seeks to decrypt a message or
forge a signature, by replacing the public key of the sender
with a public key generated by the attacker, to decrypt or
forge the signature of a message sent by a sender to re-
ceivers. This is done using the public key that the attacker
creates, bypassing verification of the signature generated by
the sender. Such an attack is possible because no certificate
that verifies the sender’s public key is available.

In addition, in a CL-MRSC, a sender who creates a
signcryption message has been issued a partial key by the
KGC. When the KGC receives the sender’s identifier, it is
common to securely transmit the signer’s partial key pair to
the user using the Extract-Partial-Key process. The Extract-
Partial-Key algorithm is one of the important algorithms of
the CL-MRSC scheme, and is a process in which system
participants such as senders and receivers receive partial key
from KGC. The KGC generates and stores partial keys for
multiple receivers; attacks that forge signatures or under-
mine the confidentiality of messages using the partial keys
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can occur. There are two types of CL-PKC attacks: pub-
lic key replacement and KGC partial key generation attacks.
These two attack types are distinguished by describing the
attackers as AI and AII . AI can arbitrarily replace the pub-
lic key of a legitimate user without using the system master
key. AII cannot replace user’s public keys, but knows the
KGC master secret key and can calculate partial user keys.
In this paper, security using elliptic curve discrete loga-
rithm problem (ECDLP) and computational Diffie-Hellman
(CDH) problem based on elliptic curve will be provided, and
the definition of elliptic curve cryptography and mathemati-
cal problems based on it is as follows.

Definition 1. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC).
Let Fq denote a finite field with a large prime order q, and
let Eq denote an elliptic curve on Fq which is specified by
the equation: y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p) where a, b ∈ Fq and
(4a3 + 27b2) mod p � 0. Let O denote a point of infinity
on the elliptic curve, form the additive cyclic group G of
the elliptic curve under the computation of point addition
T = U +V for U,V ∈ G defined on the basis of a chord-and-
tangent rule. P is a generator of circulating group G, and
x · P in x ∈ Z∗q is equal to x · P = (P + P + . . . + P) (x times)
defined as scalar multiplication.

Definition 2. Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem (ECDLP). The elliptic curve cryptography was
designed based on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm prob-
lem (ECDLP). ECDLP is a problem of finding the integer
x ∈ Z∗q at Q = x · P given P, Q.

Definition 3. Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH)
Problem. Given the generator P above group G and two
arbitrary points a · P, b · P ∈ G, the problem of calculating
a · b · P is the computational Diffie-Hellman problem.

2.5 Security Requirements

Integrity. The most important feature of the digital signa-
ture function provided by signcryption is integrity. In an IoT
environment, all participating objects transmit and receive
data using a wireless communication network. It is very
important to ensure that messages have not been forged by
attackers.

Confidentiality. In signcryption, the encryption function
ensures confidentiality. In MRSC, only receivers identified
by a sender can decrypt messages; an unrecognized receiver
cannot decrypt. Public validation by a third party ensures
integrity, but message decryption is not permitted.

Unforgeability. It should be impossible to create a pair of
forged signatures or messages that might be verified when a
third party (including the KGC) uses a sender’s public key.
The KGC must not be able to identify the full key pair of the
sender’s signature when generating a partial key, and must
also be unable to generate a forged signature that can be
verified via public messages.

Sender Authenticity. Sender authenticity is the opposite

of sender anonymity; it must be possible to confirm that a
signcryption message was sent by a specific sender. This
ensures non-repudiation, authenticating a sender if a dispute
arises in an IoT service environment.

Public Verifiability. In an IoT service environment, such as
smart metering, it is important to ensure end-to-end integrity
between the sender and receiver. This requires a signature
verification function in the transmission path of the service;
a gateway or server may be involved. Although the message
must remain confidential, its validity should be verifiable by
anyone to ensure sender authenticity. If a dispute arises, it is
necessary to confirm that the message was sent by a certain
sender.

3. Proposed CL-MRSC Scheme

Existing schemes introduced in Sect. 2.2 have disadvantages
such as not providing public verifiability, or being able to
transmit only to single-receiver even if provided. This pa-
per proposes an improved public verifiable multi-receiver
signcryption scheme. We develop a public verifiable CL-
MRSC scheme for IoT services, such as smart metering.
Figure 3 shows a diagram of the scheme. Signcryption is
used to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and the signing of
data transmitted in the IoT environment. To minimize com-
putational cost, the multi-receiver component does not use
a pairing operation. The scheme is a multi-message MRSC
scheme for transmission of different messages to each re-
ceiver, which incorporates sender authentication and public
verifiability of encrypted messages by third parties.

And, in the proposed scheme, a partial key is generated
to prevent a public key replacement attack. In general, the
form of Schnorr signature of partial secret key generated in
KGC of CL-PKC is rID+H(IDID, rID·P)·msk, and in this pa-
per, user’s public key is added to this signature bind with the
public key (msk is the master key of KGC, rI D is a randomly
selected value for user). The form of the partial secret key
generated by KGC becomes rID+H(IDID, rID ·P, puID)·msk,
and it can be verified by binding the identifier and the public
key. Therefore, the user first creates his/her own key pair and
transmits the identifier and public key to KGC. Afterwards,
KGC generates a partial key using the received identifier
and public key and delivers it to the user. The CL-MRSC

Fig. 3 The proposed CL-MRSC scheme.
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scheme proposed in this paper consists of 7 algorithms, and
each algorithm is as follows.

• Setup: The KGC creates a master secret key msk and a
master public key PPub by inputting the security param-
eter k, and creates and discloses the public parameter
params.
• Set-User-Key: The participant (user) generates a pri-

vate verification key svID and public key puID using
the public parameter params and its identifier ID. This
is not yet a full key pair, instead serving as a verifica-
tion key pair after the generation of a partial secret key
by the KGC.
• Extract-Partial-Key: The KGC generates a user’s par-

tial private key zID and a partial public key RID by in-
putting the public parameter params, the master secret
key msk, the user’s personal identifier ID, and the pub-
lic key puID for verification; and creates a partial key
pair DID = (RID, zID) that is then delivered to the user.
• Set-Full-Key: The user sets the full key pair

(PrID, PuID) by inputting the public parameter params,
the partial key pair DID received from the KGC, and
the public key svID for verification.
• CL-MR-Signcrypt: Among the users who generated

keys, the user who wants to send the message be-
comes sender S and creates a signcryption message
using its private key. The input is the receiver set
(IDr1, . . . , IDrn, Pur1, . . . , Purn); the message set to be
sent to receivers (mr1, . . . ,mrn); and the sender’s full
private key PrS . These generate the signcryption mes-
sage δS and send it to the receivers.
• CL-MR-Public-Verify: Among the objects participat-

ing in the network, a third-party validator other than
the receiver, such as a gateway, cannot read encrypted
messages but must be able to verify their validity. The
verifier confirms validity by inputting the sender’s full
public key PuS and the public parameter params.
• CL-MR-Unsigncrypt: Receiver ri decrypts and verifies

the signcryption message using the public parameter
params, its own private key Prri, and the sender’s pub-
lic key PuS , to finally obtain the message mri of the
sender.

The setup phase includes the Setup, Set-User-Key,
Extract-Partial-Key, and Set-Full-Key algorithms, while the
signcryption phase includes the CL-MR-Signcrypt algo-
rithm. In the public verification and unsigncryption phases,
the CL-MR-Public-Verify and CL-MR-Unsigncrypt algo-
rithms are run, respectively.

The system parameters used in this paper are as fol-
lows.

• k: A security parameter used in the setup phase and
used to create a master private key and public key pair,
and public parameters
• ID∗: The identifier of the participating entity
• pu∗, sv∗: The verification key pair of participating en-

tities

• Pu∗, Pr∗: The full key pair of participating entities
• E: The elliptic curve with prime order q on cyclic

group G
• P: The generator point on the elliptic curve E
• D∗ = (R∗, z∗): The partial key of the entity (partial pub-

lic key and partial private key pair)
• msk: The KGC’s master secret key
• PPub: The KGC’s master public key

(PPub = msk · P)
• H1(·): Cryptographic one-way hash function

({0, 1}∗ ×G ×G → Z∗q)
• H2(·): Cryptographic one-way hash function

(G → Z∗q)
• H3(·): Cryptographic one-way hash function

(G ×G → Z∗q)
• H4(·): Cryptographic one-way hash function

({0, 1}∗ ×G ×G ×G → Z∗q)
• H5(·): Cryptographic one-way hash function

({0, 1}∗ ×G × Z∗q × Z∗q × . . . × Z∗q ×G → Z∗q)

3.1 Setup Phase

The setup phase includes four of the seven algorithms of the
proposed scheme. First, the KGC creates an initial parame-
ter by executing the Setup algorithm using security param-
eter k. The KGC generates a master secret key msk and a
master public key PPub. After creating public parameters,
the KGC generates partial keys for all participants. Those
who wish to engage with the service generate individual
verification key pairs using the Set-User-Key algorithm and
send the identifier and public key to the KGC for verifica-
tion. The KGC runs the Extract-Partial-Key algorithm to
create the private/public key pair. The KGC transmits the
partial key to each participant, who then creates their own
full key pair using the Set-Full-Key algorithm.

Step 1. The KGC selects security parameter k and executes
the Setup algorithm as follows. First, a master secret key
msk is created and the master public key PPub = msk · P is
calculated. Next, the public parameter params is calculated
as follows.

params = {G, q, E, P, PPub,H1,H2,H3,H4,H5} (1)

Step 2. Participants who want to generate partial keys using
the KGC generate individual public and private key pairs
puID, svID using the following Set-User-Key algorithm. Par-
ticipants select xID ∈ Z∗q and calculate puID = xID · P. The
svID is svID = xID.

Step 3. Participants transmit their identifiers (IDs) and the
public key puID to the KGC for verification; this triggers
execution of Extract-Partial-Key, which generates partial
keys for all participants. The KGC runs the Extract-Partial-
Key algorithm to generate partial keys. The KGC selects
rID ∈ Z∗q and generates RID = rID ·P. Then, the signature for
the public key (a portion of each participant’s private key)
zID = rID + msk · H1(ID, puID,RID) is generated. The KGC
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transmits the partial key pair DID = (RID, zID) to each par-
ticipant via a secure channel.

Step 4. Participants who received partial keys DID execute
Set-Full-Key and create personal full private keys PrID and
full public keys PuID, as follows.

PrID = svID + zID, (2)

PuID = (puID,RID,ZID = zID · P) (3)

3.2 Signcryption Phase

The signcryption phase involves the CL-MR-Signcrypt algo-
rithm of the seven algorithms of the proposed scheme. Of
the various participants, the one who wants to send a mes-
sage becomes sender S, signs a message using its key, and
creates a cryptogram using the public key and identifier of
the receiver set. In particular of the proposed scheme, only
designated receivers can decrypt the encrypted value, while
generating a signcryption message with a signature that al-
lows public verification of the message.

Step 1. Sender S selects an ephemeral secret key tS ∈ Z∗q ,
and calculates an ephemeral public key TS = tS · P.

Step 2. Sender S calculates hri using the public keys of all
receivers, as follows, and transmits the signcryption mes-
sage to the receiver set RLID = (IDr1, IDr2, . . . , IDrn).

hri = H1(IDri, puri,Rri) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (4)

Step 3. Sender S creates Eri. This is used to generate the de-
cryption keys of the receivers. An Eri can only be generated
by a sender S who knows tS via the elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem (ECDLP) and the receiver ri who has the
private key Prri.

Eri = tS · (puri + Zri) (5)

Step 4. Sender S calculates eri, eS and a public verifiable
signature σS , as follows.

eri = H2(Eri) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (6)

eS = H3(PuS ,TS ) (7)

σS = tS + hS · PrS (hS = H4(IDS , puS ,ZS ,TS )) (8)

Step 5. Sender S sends the eS that it has created to the ern+1

decoding the values of receivers (er1, er2, . . . , ern), converts
these to sets (er1, er2, . . . , ern, ern+1), computes the polyno-
mial f (x), and generates a coefficient set CS .

f (x) =
n+1∏

i=1,i�1

(x − eri)
(e1 − eri)

· mr1 + . . .

+

n+1∏

i=1,i�n

(x − eri)
(ern − eri)

· mrn

+

n+1∏

i=1,i�n+1

(x − eri)
(ern+1 − eri)

· σS

= gnxn + gn−1xn−1 + . . . + g1x + g0 (mod p) (9)

CS = (gn, gn−1, . . . , g1, g0) (10)

Step 6. Sender S calculates the signature VG that can link
to TS to verify the integrity of the CS that it has created, as
follows.

VG = H5(IDS , PuS ,CS ,TS ) · PrS (11)

Step 7. The sender’s signcryption message δS reads as fol-
lows.

δS = (TS ,CS ,VG) (12)

3.3 Public Verification Phase

In the public verification phase, the validity of an encrypted
message is verified at an intermediate point (an IoT service
such as a gateway). Throughout this phase, the proposed
scheme allows for public verifiability (this is a requirement
of a digital signature) and filters forged signatures or ci-
phertexts, thus improving reliability. Below, the interme-
diate communication point is assumed to be a gateway and
we describe an appropriate protocol. The CL-MR-Public-
Verify algorithm is included among the seven algorithms of
the proposed scheme.

Step 1. Sender S first transmits signcryption message δS
and RLID to the gateway with the intention that the gateway
should forward δS to the receivers.

Step 2. The gateway constructs the polynomial f (x) via CS ,
generates e

′
S using the sender’s public key PuS , and calcu-

lates σ
′
S .

e
′
S = H3(PuS ,TS ) (13)

f (e
′
S ) = gnen

S + . . . + g1eS + g0 = σ
′
S (14)

Step 3. The gateway verifies the validity of δ
′
S and VG as

follows. If verification is successful, δS is multicast to the
receiver set; otherwise, the message is discarded.

(σ
′
S + VG) · P

? =TS +(hS +H5(IDS ,PuS ,CS ,TS ))·(puS +ZS ) (15)

3.4 Unsigncryption Phase

In the unsigncryption phase, a receiver ri can calculate σS

and VG using δS received from the gateway, to check the va-
lidity of the entire message, and can calculate Eri to obtain
message mrn. This involves the last CL-MR-Unsigncrypt al-
gorithm (there are seven algorithms in all).

Step 1. Receiver ri constructs the polynomial f (x) via CS ,
and calculates σ

′′
S by generating e

′′
S using the sender’s public

key PuS .

e
′′
S = H3(PuS ,TS ) (16)
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f (e
′′
S ) = gnen

S + . . . + g1eS + g0 = σ
′′
S (17)

Step 2. Receiver ri verifies the validity of σ
′′
S and VG as

follows. If verification is successful, Eri is calculated as fol-
lows; otherwise, the message is discarded.

(σ
′′
S +VG) · P

? =TS +(hS +H5(IDS ,PuS ,CS ,TS ))·(puS +ZS ) (18)

Eri = TS · Prri (19)

Step 3. Receiver ri calculates eri using Eri and finally ob-
tains message mri by using it as an input to the polynomial
f (x).

eri = H2(Eri) (20)

f (eri) = gnen
ri + . . . + g1eri + g0 = mri (21)

4. Security Analysis of Proposed Scheme

The CL-MRSC proposed in this paper aims to solve vari-
ous problems of existing CL-MRSC schemes used in IoT
environments. In this chapter, we compare and analyze how
the proposed scheme and existing schemes satisfy the se-
curity requirements. Table 1 shows the comparison of the
proposed CL-MRSC scheme with the existing schemes cor-
responding to each security requirement.

4.1 Correctness of the Proposed Scheme

In the protocol introduced in Sect. 3, signcryption is per-
formed using the full key pair of the sender, the identifier
of the receiver, and the full key pair set. The validity of
signing and encryption performed in the signcryption phase
can be verified in both the public verification and unsign-
cryption phases. Prior to those phases, the validity of the
sender’s partial secret key zS can be verified as follows.

zS · P = (rS + msk · H1(ID, puID,RID)) · P
= RS + PPub · H1(ID, puID,RID) (22)

Table 1 Security analysis of proposed scheme with existing schemes.

No. Wang et al. [27] Pang et al. [28] Pang et al. [29] Pang et al. [30] Qiu et al. [31] Ming et al. [32]
Proposed
Scheme

(1)

Single-
message
for single
receiver

Single-
message

Multi-
message

Single-
message

Multi-
message

Multi-
message

Multi-
message

(2) O X X O O O O
(3) O X X O O O O

(4) O

�
Only receiver

can
authenticate

sender

�
Only receiver

can
authenticate

sender

�
Only receiver

can
authenticate

sender

�
Only receiver

can
authenticate

sender

X O

(5) O X X X X

�
Cannot
sender

validation

O

O: Offer, �: Partially offer, X: Not offer
(1): Structure of message, (2): Confidentiality, (3): Unforgeability, (4): Sender authenticity, (5): Public verifiability

Using this equation, sender S can verify that the par-
tial secret key was generated appropriately by the KGC us-
ing the public key PPub. The KGC can generate the value
only by using the ECDLP. In addition, the signature values
σS , VG generated by Eqs. (8) and (12) can be verified using
Eqs. (15) and (18), by a third party such as a gateway or a re-
ceiver; the mathematics are based on the ECDLP and CDH
problems. Validity can be proved as follows:

(σS +VG)·P
= (tS + hS · PrS ) · P
+ H5(IDS , PuS ,CS ,TS ) · PrS · P
= (TS + hS · (svS + zS ) · P)

+ H5(IDS ,PuS ,CS ,TS )·(svS +zS ) · P
= TS + hS · (puS + ZS )

+ H5(IDS , PuS ,CS ,TS ) · (puS + ZS )

= TS + (hS +H5(IDS ,PuS ,CS ,TS )) ·(puS +ZS ) (23)

Therefore, the value calculated by a third party or re-
ceiver using Eqs. (15) and (18) can be generated only by
sender S who knows the full private key. Finally, for the
receiver to acquire the message, Eri must be calculated us-
ing the TS obtained from the sender and the full private key
Prri. The equivalence of Eqs. (5) and (19) used to calculate
Eri can be proven as follows. Only the sender and receiver
can calculate Eri on the basis of the CDH problem.

Eri = tS · (puri + Zri)

= tS · (svri + zri) · P
= TS · Prri (24)

4.2 Integrity

The integrity of the CL-MRSC scheme that we propose can
be verified using σS and VG; these signatures publicly verify
the validity of a session created using the ephemeral secret
key tS . A third party, such as a gateway, can engage in veri-
fication using Eqs. (15) and (18). The receiver can also cal-
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culate σS and VG to check the validity of the signature, and
can extract the message using the TS corresponding to the
public key tS and private key PrS of the receiver. The mes-
sage set (mr1,mr2, . . . ,mrn) can be calculated using the co-
efficient set CS that constitutes the polynomial f (x), and the
integrity of the message set can be verified while confirming
the integrity of CS . Ultimately, in the proposed scheme, the
integrity of the session depends on tS , and verification of σS

confirms that the sender generated tS . Also, verification of
VG confirms that CS was created by the user who created tS .
If the message is genuine, its integrity (in the sense that it
was transmitted from S) can be checked using σS and VG.
If a signcryption message δS is forged by an attacker, σS

cannot be obtained, and σS and VG cannot be verified.

4.3 Confidentiality

CL-MRSC confidentiality refers to the requirement that it
must be impossible for an attacker to decrypt a specific sign-
cryption message sent by a sender. Confidentiality is di-
vided into attacks by attacker AI (who can replace the public
key) and attacker AII (a malicious KGC that is honest-but-
curious). Even if the receiver’s public key is replaced by AI

or the partial key is determined by AII , the message must not
be decryptable from the signcrypted message.

Confidentiality by adversary I. In a CL-MRSC, an attack
on confidentiality succeeds if adversary AI acquires mes-
sage mri sent to a specific receiver ri. AI can replace a
participant’s public key with a public key that it creates it-
self. If AI acquires message mri via public key replacement,
the attack is successful. In such an attack, the attacker re-
places the public key of the receiver, and the sender creates
a cryptogram using the new public key (which is generated
by the attacker). AI aims to attack the decryption key; if
AI can calculate Eri using Eqs. (5) and (19), message mri

can be obtained. The attacker can replace the receiver’s full
public key with Pu

′
ri = (pu

′
ri,R

′
ri,Z

′
ri), and the sender will

then try to create a legitimate Eri using pu
′
ri and Z

′
ri. How-

ever, in our proposed scheme, Zri is generated in the form
of Zri = zri · P = Rri + PPub · H1(IDri, puri,Rri) for the full
public key. In other words, as Zri is bound to the public key
puri and the identifier IDri used to verify ri, and can itself
be verified with PPub, the public key will be invalid even if
the attacker creates Pu

′
ri. In practical terms, public key re-

placement is impossible, and Eri can be calculated only by
the sender who generated tS using the CDH and the receiver
who uses Prri to obtain message mri. Our proposed scheme
stymies AI .

Confidentiality by adversary II. As attacker AII knows
msk, it knows all of the partial keys of the participants. As
for AI , Eri must be computed if the goal is to attack con-
fidentiality. If message mri can be decrypted using only a
partial key, AII succeeds. In particular, as the AII attacker
knows the partial key, the message mri can be decrypted if
the value Eri required for decryption is calculated using only
the partial key. However, in the proposed scheme, Eri is cal-

culated using the CDH problem only by a sender who knows
tS of Eq. (5), or a receiver who knows Prri of Eq. (19). Prri

is calculated as Prri = (svri+zri), and as only zri can be found
using partial keys, it is impossible to infer svri. Therefore,
the proposed scheme prohibits decryption of message mri by
attacker AII , thus ensuring confidentiality.

4.4 Unforgeability

Signature unforgeability must be considered; an arbitrary
message and signature pair that can be verified by an at-
tacker must not be created. As for confidentiality, unforge-
ability is divided into attacks by attacker AI (who seeks to
engage in public key replacement) and attacks by attacker
AII , (a malicious KGC that is honest-but-curious). In our
proposed scheme, the publicly verifiable signatures σS , VG

are used; neither value should be forgeable. If a pair of
forged signatures σ

′
S , V

′
G corresponding to Eqs. (8) and (11),

and a forged message m
′
ri, can be generated and delivered

to a specific receiver, the attacker succeeds in forging the
signature.

Unforgeability by adversary I. If attacker AI is to succeed
in a forgery attack, the forged signatures σ

′
S ,V

′
G must be ap-

propriately verified by the receiver by replacing the sender’s
public key PuS with Pu

′
S . To solve the public key replace-

ment attack problem, CL-PKC explicitly authenticates the
user. It is thus necessary to strengthen the binding of the
public key to the identifier in the partial key. When verify-
ing a public key or a signature signed with a private key,
it is only necessary to confirm that the user has a public
key or signature created with a key that was in turn cre-
ated using a partial key received from the KGC. In other
words, in the partial secret key zS and partial public key
RS received by the sender from the KGC, RS is the tag
that verifies zS ; if it can be proved that the sender’s pub-
lic key ZS created using zS is a real sender’s key, the pub-
lic key is secure from replacement attacks. In the proposed
scheme, if signature and message forgery by AI is to suc-
ceed, a message m

′
ri corresponding to σ

′
S and V

′
G must be

generated. The formula used to generate the signature σS

for message mri is σS = tS + hS · PrS and, as attacker AI

cannot know tS or PrS , a valid σS cannot be generated.
In addition, the equation used to generate signature VG is
VG = H5(IDS , PuS ,CS ,TS ) · PrS and the attacker AI does
not know PrS ; therefore, a valid VG cannot be created so the
proposed scheme prohibits forgery by AI .

Unforgeability by adversary II. If attacker AII is to suc-
cessfully mount a forgery attack, it must be able to obtain
a partial key DS through msk and create a forged signa-
ture σ

′
S ,V

′
G that can be verified by PuS . If AII creates σ

′
S ,

V
′
G and the receiver verifies it using the sender’s public key

PuS , the attack succeeds. Consider σS = tS + hS · PrS .
An attacker can generate only the partial secret key zS of
PrS , and thus cannot forge or induce σ

′
S by forging the en-

tire σS . The included sender’s identifier and public key,
and the ephemeral public key TS of the session, cannot
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be modified. In addition, H5(IDS , PuS ,CS ,TS ) in VG =

H5(IDS , PuS ,CS ,TS ) · PrS includes internal parameters of
the sender’s public key and identifier, and the ephemeral
public key. In addition, CS (required for message decryp-
tion) cannot be forged, ensuring integrity. Similarly, as zS (a
part of PrS ) cannot generate V

′
G (a forged VG), our proposed

scheme ensures unforgeability by AII .

4.5 Sender Authenticity and Public Verifiability

Given the security requirements described in Sect. 2, when
a message is received by an object in the IoT service en-
vironment, it must be possible to publicly verify who sent
the message. A digital signature meets this requirement.
However, in existing signcryption systems, sender authen-
ticity is not public because only the receiver who decrypts
the message can verify its validity. In an IoT service en-
vironment, only the receiver (thus not a third object that
facilitates message transmission) should be able to decrypt
the message, but it is necessary to verify the validity of the
message to determine who sent it; this improves service re-
liability. Schemes that verify the validity of an encrypted
message public may or may not check sender authenticity.
The Ming et al. [32] allows for public verification but not
sender authenticity in a manner ensuring sender anonymity.
In this paper, we show that it is possible to verify the in-
tegrity of the message while verifying σS and VG, and also
to authenticate the sender. The hS of σS is a value gen-
erated as hS = H4(IDS , puS ,ZS ,TS ), and its validity can
be verified up to the sender’s identifier and public key, and
the ephemeral public key TS used in the current session. In
addition, using H5(IDS , PuS ,CS ,TS ) of VG, it is possible
to check the validity of CS that decrypts the message and
generates σS , including information on the sender and ses-
sion. Both signatures are linked through the sender’s iden-
tifier and public key and the ephemeral public key TS used
for the session. It is possible to publicly verify that the sig-
nature of the session using the TS is generated by the sender
with the current IDS .

5. Efficiency Analysis of Proposed Scheme

To simulate our proposed scheme and other schemes, we
used an Intel 3.50-GHz i5-4690 processor with 16 GB of
memory and the Windows 10 operating system. To imple-
ment the ECC that afforded the same security level as a
1,024-bit RSA, a=1 and b was the Koblitz elliptical curve
y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p), a 160-bit random prime defined
in F2160 .

Table 2 Comparison of the execution times of cryptographic operations.

Notation Description Runtime (ms)
TECC−M The execution time of scalar multiplication operation in ECC 0.4417
TECC−A The execution time of point addition operation in ECC 0.0018
TH The execution time of one-way hash operation 0.0081
TEXP The execution time of scalar exponential operation 5.3087

5.1 Computation Cost

Table 2 compares the execution times of cryptographic op-
erations, while Fig. 4 compares the efficiency of signcryp-
tion/unsigncryption operations between existing schemes
and our proposed scheme. As is true of the existing MRSC
schemes, our proposed CL-MRSC scheme enables message
decryption and verification via unsigncryption using pub-
lic parameters when the sender transmits a signcryption
message to the receiver. The schemes [27]–[32] are effi-
cient because they do not use pairing operations, and the
schemes [27], [28], [30], [31] require very small amounts
of computation but have the disadvantages described in Ta-
ble 1.

The Wang et al. [27] satisfies the security requirements,
but as signcryption can be used to generate only single
messages, the number of messages is high. The Pang
et al. [28], [30] and Qiu et al. [31] do not include public
verification, so both confidentiality and integrity are un-
der threat. The Pang et al. [29] is neither efficient nor se-
cure. The Ming et al. [32] is more computationally efficient
than the other schemes, but there is no public verification
and both message and signature forgery are possible. Our
proposed scheme is significantly less efficient than existing
signcryption/unsigncryption schemes including public ver-
ification, but, importantly, it satisfies all security require-
ments while maintaining tolerable efficiency.

5.2 Communication Cost

We compared the cost of messages transmitted over the
communication of the conventional and proposed schemes.
Each element has a length of 20 bytes for G and Z∗q , and the
length of the AES symmetric key encryption message Ck

Fig. 4 Computational times of the proposed scheme and other schemes
(n = 100 receivers).
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Table 3 Comparison of the data size with existing scheme.

Schemes Data size
Wang et al. [27] 20n+188bytes
Pang et al. [28] 20n+188bytes
Pang et al. [29] 20n+80bytes
Pang et al. [30] 20n+188bytes
Qiu et al. [31] 20n+80bytes
Ming et al. [32] 20n+40bytes
Proposed Scheme 20n+40bytes

and message lM is 128 bytes, which is the minimum block.
Communication cost for n participants can be compared as
shown in Table 3. The following is a communication pa-
rameter using the notation of the existing schemes and the
contents expressed in standardized elements such as Z∗q and
G.

The size of the signcryption message generated in the
Wang et al. [27] scheme can be calculated as follows.
|Q|+ |V |+ |M|+ |β|+ |c0|+ . . .+ |cn−1| = |G|+ |G|+ |lM |+

|Z∗q | + n|Z∗q | = 20n + 188bytes.
The size of the signcryption message generated in the

Pang et al. [28] scheme can be calculated as follows.
|J|+ |W |+ |z|+ |h|+ |a0|+ . . .+ |an−1| = |Ck |+ |G|+ |Z∗q |+

|Z∗q | + n|Z∗q | = 20n + 188bytes.
The size of the signcryption message generated in the

Pang et al. [29] scheme can be calculated as follows.
|c0| + |c1| + . . . + |cn−1)| + |R| + |V | + |w| + |z| = n|Z∗q | +

|G| + |G| + |Z∗q | + |Z∗q | = 20n + 80bytes.
The size of the signcryption message generated in the

Pang et al. [30] scheme can be calculated as follows.
|R|+ |Z|+ |h|+ |v|+ |a0|+ . . .+ |an−1| = |G|+ |Ck |+ |Z∗q |+

|Z∗q | + n|Z∗q | = 20n + 188bytes.
The size of the signcryption message generated in the

Qiu et al. [31] scheme can be calculated as follows.
|S | + |R2| + |v| + |h| + |A| = |G| + |G| + |Z∗q | + n|Z∗q | =

20n + 80bytes.
The size of the signcryption message generated in the

Ming et al. [32] scheme can be calculated as follows.
|LS | + |GS | + |σS | = |G| + n|Z∗q | + |Z∗q | = 20n + 40bytes.
The size of the signcryption message generated in the

proposed scheme can be calculated as follows.
|TS | + |CS | + |VG | = |G| + n|Z∗q | + |G| = 20n + 40bytes.
This represents the increase in communication cost

(bytes) as the number of participants n increases. The
schemes [27], [28], [30] has a large transmission overhead
because it transmits the encrypted message as it is. Since
the schemes [29], [31] sends an additional verification value
to verify the signcryption, it consumes 40 bytes more than
the Ming et al. [32] and the proposed scheme. Therefore,
it can be seen that the proposed scheme has less cost in-
curred in communication compared to the existing CL-
MRSC schemes, and provides public verification that Ming
et al. [32] does not provide.

6. Conclusions

In an increasingly expanding IoT service environment, sig-
natures are required for secure message transmission. Digi-

tal signature protocols have been studied for a long time, and
many studies have sought to make them more lightweight to
suit the IoT, while also satisfying various security require-
ments unique to the IoT (which is a limited environment).
Although many researchers aim to apply lightweight signa-
ture encryption techniques (such as CL-MRSC) to environ-
ments such as the IoT, public key replacement and message
forgery attacks must be prevented while also ensuring ef-
ficiency. Thus, we developed an efficient and public veri-
fiable CL-MRSC scheme that prevents public key replace-
ment attacks and satisfies the various other security require-
ments analyzed in Background, including confidentiality,
authentication, and non-repudiation of messages transmit-
ted between two objects. Fast and efficient public verifiable
signcryption is used to this end. Existing schemes are par-
ticularly susceptible to public key replacement; we solved
this problem while ensuring public verifiability and compu-
tational efficiency. The scheme can be widely applied in
IoT environments, including smart metering and certificate-
less ones (wherein a sender’s authentication function is rel-
atively weak), by ensuring that sender authenticity is public
verifiable. In future, we will develop a scheme that is more
computationally efficient but ensures MRSC.
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